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MACHINE INFO 
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  Manufacturer 

  Type 

  Year of manufacture 

  Control 

  Machine number 

  Spindle hours 
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Pallets working area 
 

  with threaded holes according to DIN 55201 
500 x 500 mm 
 

NC rotary table 

Pallet changer with rotating clamping space 

Longitudinal traversing X – 750 mm 

Vertical traversing Y – 750 mm 

Table cross traversing Z – 700 mm 

Interference circle diameter Ø 800 mm 

Tool holder, taper lock DIN 69893-HSK A63 

Chain type tool magazine 60 places 

Torque support for drill bits Standard  

Increased drive power 
 

 for heavy cutting (mainly for steel and cast iron) 
 with reinforced stand and hollow shaft motor at 
 work spindle speeds of 50 … 10.000 rpm 
    

 Drive power 40% DC / 100% DC 
 

 Torque 40% DC / 100% DC 
 

 Acceleration X / Y / Z 

up to 37 kW 
 
 
 
 

37 / 24 kW 
 

350 / 230 Nm 
 

6,5 m/s2 

Coolant device - fleece gravity filter 
 

switchable via M command, 1.350 l, freestanding 
30 / 40 / 50 bar 

Increased coolant pressure 
 

for process lubrication through the spindle center 
with HSK 

to 80 bar 

Working area emission extraction 
 

 In the work space there is a mechanical filter  
 system with a constant cleaning of the exhaust   
 air to 99% (Clean room quality,  filter class EU13  
 according to DIN 24183)  
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EQUIPMENT 
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Visiport electric 
 

 Rotating inspection glass in the workroom door  
 on the main control panel 
Tool breakage detection 
 

 Using pneumatic cylinder with integrated 
 measuring system 
Warm-up program 
 

 For all 7 days can be defined a time, in which the  
 machine automatically turns on and a NC program  
 starts. With it the machine is placed before the  
 beginning of production to the desired working  
 temperature 
Manual control panel, electronic handwheel 

Remote diagnostic with ISDN-MODEM 

Rinse gun on the clamping space 

Fountain shower 70 l/min 

Chip conveyor, discharge height 1.050 mm 

Complete closed machine housing according to UVV 

Piece counter on the NC screen 

Computer coupling via ethernet interface 

Pallet train operation 

Speed monitoring of the tools 

Operating hours display 

Working voltage 400 V / 50 Hz 

Dialog language German o. english 

Colouring 
Light gray RAL 7035 
Gray RAL 7005 
Red RAL 3003 

Documentation in German language 1 piece 

Machine parameters on CD / Disk 
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TECHNICAL DATA 

Traversing 
At max. use of the workpiece interference circle, 
the max. workspaces restrict themselves according 
to the information on the workspace image  
 

X axis 
 

Y axis 
 

Z axis 
 
Working area 
Min. distance between working spindle leading 
edge and pallet middle 
 

Min. distance between work spindle center to 
pallet upper edge 
 

Max. permissible height of workpieces and 
clamping device for exchanging in  
the working area 
 
Workpiece 
(Pallet with hole pattern according to DIN 55201) 
 

Clamping surface 
 

Max. load per pallet (center)  
 

Allowable torque with off-center load  
 

Height of the workpiece clamping area over lower 
edge bed (setup station)  
 

Bore hole 
 

Centering hole 
 

Fastening thread, number 
 

Distance between bore hole and table center 
 

Interference circle diameter 
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Table 
Max. rotations of the table 
 

Entry / display resolution 
 

Permissible tangential torque  
 

Max. tilting torque from OK pallet 
 

Torque processing (continuous torque) 
 
Automatic pallet changer 
Number of exchangeable pallets 
 

Pallet change with swiveling setup station  
max. pallet change time 
 

Pallet change time when supplied with hydraulic 
clamping at least 
 
Feeds in the axes X, Y and Z 
Continuously adjustable working feed area 
 

Rapids 
 

Acceleration 
 

Technological actionable feed force 60% 
 

Technological actionable feed force 100% 
 
Working spindle 
Diameter in the front bearing 
 

Tool holder for: 
 

  Hollow taper shank DIN 69893 HSK –A63 
 

Main motor 
    Engine power and torque see “Torque- 
    performance diagramm” 
 
Speed monitoring of the tools 
 

A preset speed for each tool in the tool list to 
monitor the maximum permissible speed for this 
tool. 
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Internal coolant supply: 
Coolant through spindle center – AD form 
Delivery pump 
Pressure on the pressure relief valve 
 

External coolant feed: 
Process lubrication via nozzles 
 

Delivery pump 
Pump pressure 
 
Automatic tool changer 
Chip-to-chip time (measured according to VDI 2852) 
Tools to 15kg 
 
Chain type tool magazine 
Max. tool diameter (with free adjacent places)  
 

Max. tool diameter (with occupied adjacent places)  
 

Max. tool projection length 
 

Max. tool mass 
 

Max. tilting torque (to grip on the base holder)  
 

Total weight of all the tools 
 

Max. unbalance 
 
Mass net (approx.) 
Machine complete with chip conveyor and coolant unit 
 
Machine dimensions (approx.) 
Length 
 

Width 
 

Height 
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Torque-performance diagram 
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Work area 
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Pallet surface 
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MACHINE PICTURES 
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SPACE REQUIREMENTS and 
FOUNDATION PLAN 
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TRANSPORT PLAN 



Thank you very much for your interest 

*We do not guarantee the accuracy and completeness of these documents. We further do not assure any 
characteristics and qualities. The named machine, which is up for sale, is used.* 
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